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Abstract

Thetemperatureandhumiditycontrolofindoorenvi¡onmentaÌspaceslsstudied'Aconsta¡tvolume
heating and humidiñcation system conslsting ãf a boile¡' a heating coi-I' ductwork a¡rd a fan' and a two-

zone bu'ding is corsidered. The temperaturJand humidity control models are deveroped and multivariable

controllers are designed. The closed toop .v"i"^ responses subject to step disturbances in outdoor

temperatures a¡rd relalive humidity are given."Also, resrûts showing a typical.day operating performance

of the closed loop system are given'

1. Introduction

of a building. However, these open loop strategtes

are not .ts"f,.tl for implementation on real systems
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of this, several controì problems have been reported
lzt.

The present study explores the application of
multivariable controì.ler design methods and puts
the design process on a much firmer theoretical
basis to add¡ess the building environment control
problem. The advantage is that the pI const¿nts
obtained from this study $'ill be based on overall
system dynamics and tierefore thei¡ use is expected
to give bette¡ temperature regulation.

In this study we explore the design of multiple
input controllers for temperature and humidity con-
troì i¡ a two-zone building. First r¡'e develop an
anaìytical model for a two-zone CV s-vstem (Section
2). The control formuìation and solution will be
given in Section 3. Both open loop and closed loop
system responses wilì be given in Section 4 and
typical daiìy simuìation resu_ìts i¡ Section 5.

2. The system model

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of a tq¡o-
zone constant volume HVAC system. Both zones l
and 2 a¡e heated and humidiûed by conditioned ai¡
supplied through the diffusers. The return ai¡ is
recirculated and mixed with fresh our,door ai¡. The
mixed air is then heated in the heating coil. A boiler
is used to heat the water which is ci¡cuìated in the
heating coil via a punp and contxol r-alve axrange-
ment shown in the Figure. A fan is used to circu-late
the ai¡ in the ductwork. The supply ai¡ is humidiñed
before it enters the zones.

There a¡e th¡ee controllers Cr, Cz and C3 as shown
in Fig. 1. The control probÌem is to maintain the
zone temperatures (1", and 7.2) and humidity ratios
(W., and W"") at their respective setpoints (T.¡""r,
7.r"", and W.ß.r, W.zr").For example, in response
to an increase in heating load on the zones the
following control actions can be talien:

(i) the temperatute of the suppty air can be
increased by increasing the mass flow rate of hot
water flowing in the heating coil via the controller
Czl

(ii) the temperature of the hot water can be
increased by increasirg the fuel firing rate in the
burner via controller C3.

Both controllers C2 and C3 receive feedback sig-
nals from the zone thermostats and the boiler tem-
perature sensor. The humidity levels in the zones
are controlled by the controller C, which modulates
the rate of water vapour iniected into the supply
ai¡ stream. The humidity controller receives feedback
signals from the zone humidistat and the humidity
sensor ìocated in the suppìy ai¡ distribution box.

The system equations we¡e deveìoped by using
the enthalpy and mass balance principles. The en-
thalpy balance equations on zones I and 2 a¡e

dh_,
M,t -f :TL^t(h"-h"t)- esr -e, (t)

at

dh-"¡utoË:m^z(h"-h"z)-esz-en e)

where h., and h", at.e the enthalpy of air in zone
1 and 2 respectively; rn^, and rn^2 are the suppìy
airflow rates to the zones; and g" and er are the
sensible and latent loads acting on the zones. Like-
wise the humidicy balance equations on the zones
are

(3)M., + :rn^1(W"-Wu) -m*r

M., # 
:7rL,2QV.-W"z) -mNz

In eqns. (1-4) ¿" and I7" are the supply air enthalpy
and the humidity ratios respectively. The ai¡ is
sensibìy heated in the coil so that we have

C. # : (Jr(J,^^*Cn*.€(rb-?")- n",+"(r. Gf)

(5)

where ?" is obtained from
I lz t
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a const¿_rìt volume space heating
system. B - boiler, Ci: controllers, NfA -- mixed air. OA : outdoor
ai¡, RA: return air, HC : heating coil. H: humidifier.
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where-f is the percent outdoor ai¡ used in the zones.

The water vapour is added to the supply ai¡ in the

distribution box so that the humidity balance is
described by the equation,

dw-.M*"1 :rn^(W^*-W") + Ur t¡r^* (8)

where trU* is given by

W*: (I -J)lrru^tW., * rn.2W"2l +.f(tn"t * rn,2)Wou

TtLa

(e)

The hot water temperature 7u is obtained by
equating the rate of enerry stored in the boiler with
the input and output heat fluxes,
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i + tr +BU +r,dt (13)

Ur:CtT (14)

where

T: ILT,$T"2AT.LTi11 (i 5)

u:l\UzÁusl"t (16)

d.r:lAT^Am*.rLm*2LT*lr (17)

and the matrices A, B, Cr, E have the following
structure

dn aß
CLzz Azs

agz dss
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0
0
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(25)

(26)

-(J2(J2^u€(To-7.)-av(Tt-r*) (10) C,: [1 I 0 0], E:

0

ozs

0
0

0
0
0

Equations (l-10) constitute a seventh-order non-
ìi¡ear model. The three control inputs to the system
are the rate of water vapour added to the supply
air (J1, the mass flow rate of hot '¡/ater circulating
in the heating coil U, and the fuel ûring rate in
the burner U3. All U values are normalized with
respect to thei¡ maximum capacities so that they
vary between O and 1.. The outputs to be reguìated
are the zone tenìperatures and humidity ratios. The
enthalpy of the ai¡ i¡ the zones is a function of
zone ai.r temperature and humidity ratio,

h": Cp^T.+w"(2-õor + Ce*T,) (1 1)

By neglecting the contributions of the liquid enthaìpy
of the vapouJ (which is reìatively small) on the
zone temperature, we write eqn' (1 1) as

ù' 
- ,n L r- ,^r, dr'

d¿ - \vpa ' -pr'' ,) 
ã 

(12)

In typical comfort ai¡-condiLionrng problems, the
relatirre humidity of the zone is maintai¡ed betrveen
4O-50o/o. This means thal W" in most cases varies
between 0.007 and 0.01. By considering an average
value of W":O.OO75 we can substitute eqn. (12)
ir eqns. (1,2). By doing so eqns' (1, 2) are decoupìed
from eqns. (3, 4). In other words, the seventh-order
temperature and humidiry control problem given by
eqns. (1-10) is decoupled into two separate prob-
lems: a fourth-order zone temperature control prob-
lem and a third-order humidity controì probìem.
Si¡ce the temperature control probìem is nonlinear,
it was iinearized about an operating poinc to design
the controllers. The linear model is given by the
folìouirg equations.

Hu.miditE controL Probl'em

ù:rW+GV+rl¡d2 (20)

U*:CzW (2I)

W:lLW^LW"zAW"ll (22)

v: LUt Q3)

d2:l!m*AWo^l' Q4)

and the matrices F, G, H and C2, have the folìowing
structure

":il, it i:,)":[;,]
fh,, o I

Cr:tlIl],H:1 n".' 0 I

l- o n"')

The matrices in eqns. (18-26) were computed
for a system with pararneters deûned i¡ Table 1'

3. The design of temperature and humidity
controllers

Several methods are available for the design of
muìtivariabìe concrollers [7]. Here, we use the linear
quadratic (LQ) state feedback technique which u'as

aìso usecl irt our previous study [8]. As shor'rel iti

€qq
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TABLE I. Systern pararneters

Variable

that study, if accurate output control about a setpoint
is desired, it will be necessary to add integraì control
action to the state feedback controì.ìer. In the absence
of integral action, good output regU.lation cannot
be achieved. i:r other words, as the external dis-
turbance increases, tÀe error between the zone
temperature and the setpoint temperature would
increase- Since thermal comfort of the occupants
of a zone is infìuenced more by the magnitude of
the zone temperature fluctuations than relative hu-
midity, we conclude that it is appropriate to design
the temperatu-re controller with integfal action and
use state feedback controller to regulate the relative
humidity.

3.1. Zone terrlpsro,ture csntroller ui,th integral
acti,on

To the model equations given by eqns. (13, 14)
a servocompensator of the type

g-- 01+ ee Q7)
is added, where e is the error bebween !". and ?"""",
for each zone and O and 0 are the matrices that
are fuìly determi¡ed for the cìass of disturbances
acting on the system. Here, we assurne thac dis-
turbances such as To^, m* and Wo^ can be rep-
resented by step functions and therefore we are
interested in rejecting the effects of such distur-
ba¡rces i¡ order to hold zone temperatures at thei¡
respective setpoints. The minimization of a per-
formance index, namely,

,:i{r''6'r[3' å,][;] +u'nu] a, (28)

for the system of eqns. (13, 14. 2?) yields a ne\l'
control iaw

(J*: -r","rlIl]
where K, and K, are the gain matrices.

3.2. Humi.dity controller
The humidiry controller design is similar to the

temperature controller excepl that it has no integral
action. The performance i¡dex to be mini¡nized is

rJr: I {LW'QAW+Ay',rRArl d¿ (30)
J

*i i"i yields a state feedback control.ler of the f,ype

v: -Kew (31)

where J(s is the state feedback gain vector. It may
be noted that for both temperature and humidity
control probìems we have chosen an infi¡ite trme
solution to the LQ probiem. The reason for this is
that we assurne eqns. (1-10) can be used as a good
basis to describe the constant volume system. Some
parameters in eqns. (l-I0), such as heat transfer
coefficients, in practice are likeìy to change. Such
changes can be taken care of by periodically updating
the system parameters. With a periodic update of
the system pa¡ameters, the controLìer gains can be
recomputed. Such adaptive optimal control schemes
can be easily applied to the probìem discussed in
this studv.

4. Simulation results

Before examining the responses of the closed
loop s¡'stems, it is instmctive to check the open
loop responses of the temperatu¡e and humidit-v
control systems. With control inputs set arbitrarily
atUt:0.27,U2:0.32, and U3:0.42 and constant
disturbances, nameìy Tou: -2 "C, Wo^:0.002,
T- :20 "C, m*r: I.75 kgh-' and rn*": 1.5 kgh-t
acting on the zones the system responses were
sr-mulated (Figs. 2(a)-d)).

It is apparent from Fig. 2(a) that the zone tem-
perature responses exhibit exponentialìy rising char-
acteristics which is typical of a zone undergoing
heating. Si¡ce the control inputs and the distur-
bances are constant, the zone temperatures even-
tually reach steady state. The steady-state time is
5-6 hou¡s. Also shown in Figs. 2(b), (c) and (d)
ue ?u, ?" and the humidity ratio responses. The
results in Figs. 2(a)-(d) not onìy show the open
ìoop responses of llle system when acted upon by

Magnitude and uniæ

(2e)
A"
ah

C,O

c.
CÞ^

cw
f
h

M*.
M,
L/t.*
U2^o
U.--
Q"

Qt

coi.l area
boiler su¡face heat loss

coeñcient
boi.ler thermal capacity
coil thermal capaciff
speci-ñc heat of air
specific heat of water
fraction of outdoor air
heat transfer coeffcient
fan capacity
mass of air in mixing box
mass of ai¡ in the zone
humidiñer capacity
maximum water flow rate
burner capacity
sensible load
Iatent load

594 kJ h-¡ 'C
180 kJ "C-l
1.0 kJ "c-t
4.2 W C-)
0.r5
220.6 kJ h-ì m-2 oc

2356 kg h-r
18.7 kg
374 kg
24 kg h-r
1350 kg h-r
68562 kJ h-r
Variable
Variable

lbm -

12 kJ h-1 "C
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constånt disturbances, but their shapes also indicate
that the model equations and the magnitude of the
system patarneters chosen (Table 1) are appropriate.

4.1. Sirr¿ulatinn of the closed I'oop sgstems
The closed loop rmplementâtion schemes for the

temperature a¡rd humidity control systems are de-
picted in Figs. 3(a) a¡rd (b). As shown in Fig. 3(a)
the temperature control system has ttvo feedback
loops. A¡ inner feedback loop and an outer ser-
vocompensator loop. Both feedback loops work
together to reguìate the zone temperatures close
to the setpoint temperatures. ln contrast, the closed
loop system for the humidity contol CFtg. 3(b))
does not have the servocompensator ìoop' A con-
sequence of this is that the relative humidity of the
zones will not reach the humidistat setpoint. The
offset or the error is likely to be smalì a¡d is not
a major concern from the viewpoint of thermal
comfort.

The closed loop responses of the temperature
control system are depicted in Figs. a(a)-(d). The
results show how the control system would respond
during a cold da¡' with T*: - 5 'C a¡rd with the
magnitude of the disturbances m*r, rn'*2 and T-
simila¡ to those used in open loop tests. It is apparent
from Fig. 4(a) that the controller ls able to bring
the zone temperatures starting from arbitrary initial
values such as r"t(0):2r.7'C and T"z(0):21'1 "C

to their respective setpoints T^s"¡:21.9 "C and

T"2s"t:z\ .26 "C in about 30 minutes. In fact the
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the closed loop concrol s¡'stem (a)
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Fig. 4. Closed loop sys[em responses to a step disturbance in
T* (a) 7",,1.2 responses: (b) ?" response; (c) U¡, U3 responses;
(d) 1o response.
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Fig. 5. Closed loop humidity conrrol responses. (a) Wu, W.2
responses; @) L/, response.

zone temperatures reach to within 0.05 'C of the
setpoints in less than 15 minutes. This is despite
the fact tÀat the heating load acting on the zones
was suddenly increased by way of a 5 'C step change
in ?o". Since a 5 'C change in outdoor temperature
represents a 2OVo increase in the heating load, we
note that the controller is able to reject the effects
of a ZOVo sudden increase in the heating loads in
about 15 minutes. How the coil temperature 7" and
the boi-ler temperature ?o varied during this time
are shown in Figs. 4(b) and (d) respectively, and
the magnitude of the control inputs U, and U3 in
Fig.  (c). It is apparent from Fig. a(c) rhat in
response to an increase in heating load. the tem-
perature of the hot water and its mass flon. rate i¡
the heating coil have been i¡creased b-v the con-
trollers C2 and C3. This is indicated by the mass
fìow rate valve position U, which momenrarily in-
cre¿ìses to 0.84 and gradually decreases to 0.39
under steady st¿te. Likeu'ise, the fuel ûring rate i¡
the burner increases to 9i9o instantaneously and
then gradually decreases to 47.70lo and is held
constant in order to reject the effects of constant
sustained disturbances acting on the zones. The
consequence of higher values of Ut and [/, means
that the boiler temperature (Fig. a(d)) and the coil
temperature (Fig. ¿(b)) also i¡crease. Since constant
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disturba¡rcesareactingonthezones'?oandll'will

".r""ru"ffy 
reach steady st¿te as shown in the Figures'

"'il;"; 5(a) and (b) show the responses of the

irumi"aiW controì system' The distu¡bances acting

on the zones were assumed as followsiWo^:0'002'
i*r:n*":2 kgh-'' Given this rate of moisture

tosrfro*thezones,howthecontrollerClmaintains
in" "ot" humidity ratios is depicted in Fig' 5(a)'

ü'^"t be noted that the controller is abìe to bring

W-,t 
"ut 

d' W,, trom the given. initial conditions

Åv","çoj :w,r-(o): 0 '00 1 to very cìose to the humiditv

,"iùlo,t úlu,: 0'0082, w"z*t: 0'0087)' The ac-

tuaf nnA values of W", and W.2 a¡e 0'0079 and

O.OOSZ respectively' Thus it is apparent thac there

is a small ûnite error which is in the acceptable

range. The response times a¡e reasonable as it can

be ioted that the zone humidity ratios reach a value

of 0.005 in about 20 minutes' How the humidiuy

control input Ur must be va¡ied during this time

is depicteá in Fig. 5(b). The rate of moisture added

io tnl suppìy "it 
,i""t rapidly during the initial few

seconds ÀA tft"rr' gradually decreases to a final

value of 0.293.

5. lypical daily simulation ¡esuìts

The results depicted in Figs' 4 and 5 show that

the temperature and humidif controllers are able

to re¡eci step disturba¡ces effciently' However' it

is also importånt to evaluate the performance of

the controllers over a longer period of time such

as a cypical day with realistic changes in outdoor

air temperatures and relative humidiff' For this

putpo"", we consider a typical daily outdoor air

i"*p"tui*e proflle as shown in Fig' 6(a)' This

repiesents the temperature variatio-ns that occlrr

Alring a truical day rn October 
-in 

Montreal (45'2"

Ð. B; approximaiing this proûle. by a series of

a*¡l 
-tt"p 

functions we can test the performance

of the temperature controller over the 24-hour pe-

riod. The results of this exercise are shown in Figs'

6(b) a¡rd (c).'Figure 
6@) shows the temperature responses over

the ã¿-hour period. It is apparent that the zone

*p"ruanres are held consta¡rt at thei-r respective

setpoints even though the outdoor temperature

,t,ä"rgo"" a 16 'C va¡iation during the day' The

tempeîatures of the boi-ler and the coil also vary

in response to the ìoad on the zones (Fig' 6(b))'

Botn io and f" are increasing as the outdoor tem-

perature decreases and when the outdoor temper-

ature becomes warrner during the afternoon the

i"^p".t n.es of the boiler and the coil begin to

deciease as shown in the Figure' The zone tem-
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perature regulation is achieved by continuously mod-
uÌating the mass flow rate of hot water U, and the
fuel firing rate UB (Fig. 6(c)). Thus rve conclude
that the daily outdoor temperaru¡e va¡iations of the
type shown in Fig. 6(a) pose no difficulties as the
controller is abìe to maint¿in good zone temperature
control throughout the day.

Apart from the changes in outdoor temperatures,
the envi¡onmentaì zones also receive solar radiation
fluxes and internal heat ìoads. All these disturbances
acting on the zones in[eract *'ith the building en-
velope. We have shown in a previous study [9] that
the effects of such disturbances can be rejected by
designing servocompensators of the type presented
in this paper.

As far as the humidity controì is concerned, we
have also studied the response characterisrics of
the humidity concroller by simulating a typical day
operation. For this purpose, a typical daiìy outdoor
humidicy proflle rvas used. it is apparent from Fig.
7(a) that the zone humidiry ratios reach to within
60/o of the respective humidistat setpoints. How the
humidity controller modu-lated the rare of moisture
addition to the supply air during this day is shown
in Fig. 7Cb). The rate of moistu¡e addition shown
in Fig. 7(b) indicares that the humidiñer ourput wa-s
varied be¡ween 25-300/o of its rated capacity i¡
order to maintain the zone humidiry ratios (Fig.
7(a)) close [o the humidist¿t setpoints
(W¡'.t: 0.0082 aÍrd W,r,.r: 0.008 7).

6. Limitations

Although the resuìts shown in this study are for
a two-zone buildirg, it is evident from the foregoing
resu-lts that the same analysis could be excended
to buildings with more tha¡ two zones. Horvever,
this would slow down the system responses con-
siderably. In other words, the zone temperatures
would take a much longer time to settle towards
the setpoints. To overcome this problem ir would
be necessary to not onìy control the discharge
temperatu-re according to the highest load but also
controì the zone air dampers to reguìate the zone
temperatures. Work is in progress to design con-
trollers for such systems also l¡rown as VAV systems.

7. Conclusions

Enthaìpy and mass balance principles we¡e used
to develop a seventh-order nonli¡ea¡ model for a
constant volume heating and humidifying system.
By negìectingthe liquid enthatpy of the watervapour,
the seventh-order controì sysrem is divided i¡to a
fourth-order temperature control system and a third-
order humidiùy control system. TWo multivariable
controllers were designed, one for each system for
a two-zone buiìding. It has been shown that by
conti¡uously moduJating the discharge air temper-
ature, it is possible to reguìate the zone remperatu-res
and humidity ratios cìose to the setpoints when the
zones are acted upon by disturbances due co vari_
ations in outdoo¡ temperatures and humidity ratios
that typicalìy occur during a cold day.
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maximum temperature of the boi-ler

zone ai¡ temperature
zone air temperature
zone setpoint temPerature
time
controì vector, normalized
rate of moistu¡e addition (normalized

with resPect to Ut-J
mass flow rate of hot water (normalized

with resPect to U2^J
fuel firing rate (normalized with respect

to U3-J
humidifier caPacicY
mæ<imum flow rate of hot water

rated caPacitY of the burner
control inPut (equal to A[/t)
va¡iations in U about the operating point

variations in temPeratures
humiditY ratio, vector
humiditY ratio, suPPlY air
outdoor air humiditY ratio
zone air humiditY ratio
humidist¿t setPoint
output, temperature control system

output, humiditY control system

state variable for the output integrator
variations from the operating point

compensator matrix
compensator matrix
effectiveness

îo.*
,|.
/z

Jz

Tu.,
t
U
ur

Nomenclature

u2

u3

Ur-*A
A"
d6

surfaces
aij matrix eìements
B matrix
b¡j eìements of matrix B
Cr and C2 outPut matrices
Co^ sPeciûc heat of air
C; thermal caPacitY of the boiler

C"" thermal caPacitY of the coil

Co*. speciûc heat of vvater

dr, dz disturbance vectors

E disturbance matrix
e output error
eij elements of matrix E
F matrü
lr¡ elements of matrix F

.f outdoor air fraction
G mafrlx
g¡. elements of matrix G

H distu¡bance matrix
h¿¡ elements of matrix H
h: heat transfer coeffcient
h, enthalpy of suPPlY air
h. enthalpy of zone air
Jr, J, Performance i¡dices
K,, Kr, K3 feedback gains

M, mass of ai¡ in the zone

M*" mass of ai¡ in the distribution box

,n^' mass flow rate of the suPPlY air

?71-¡, 'trl-.2 mass flolr' rate of water vapour

a weighting matrix on state va¡iables

Qr, Q, weighting matrices

e. sensibìe heat loss rate

er ìatent heat loss rate

Ã weighting on control inPut

T temperature vector
T,o boiìer temperature
T" coil temPerature
T, suPPll' air lemperature
To^ outdoor air [emperature
T- Plenum lemperature
T-, mlred air telnperature

Ur^^*
Us-*
v
AU
AT
w
W"
Woo
W.
Wrt",
Ur
Uw
c
5

A
o
0

e

I
2

SubscriPts
referring to zone I
referring to zone 2

SupørscriPts
derivative vrith resPect to time

* oPtimal value

I Lranspose
T transpose
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